
Sell your memes. Become a meme-lord. 

memelord.io



an NFT marketplace
for memes  

Memelord.io is an NFT marketplace to mint, discover, & sell memes

Users climb a ranked social tier system to earn points through community
interactions (likes, comments, buying and selling memes)

memelord.io is driven by a humorous and satirical culture, where meme-
rats are the butt of the joke and meme-lords are treated like the royalty
they are



meme creators are often not credited and
get their memes stolen from larger
accounts.  

Only popular meme pages usually make money
off of ads or merch with many meme creators
getting nothing. 

With memelord.io, meme creators'
credit is preserved in the blockchain
and they're finally able to monetize
their work. 



tier system
meme-rat (pathetic)

meme-peasant (eh, you're
alright)

meme-knight (good for
you)

meme-master (alright dawg,
you got my respect)

meme-lord (god amonst
men)

0-20,000
respect-points

20,000-100,000
respect-points

100,000-500,000
respect-points

500,000-2,500,000
respect-points

2,500,000+
respect-points 



incentivization

Financial Social

memelord.io is a socially engineered platform set
up to incentivize users to create, buy, and sell
memes for social reward as well as financial. 

 
As users climb the tier system, more perks will
become available such as the ability to list
new memes on the memelord.io front page.  



respect-points

comment

50
respect-
points

like on
your

comment
50

respect-
points

share a
meme

100
respect-
points

mint a
meme

350
respect
-points

sell a
meme

3000
respect
-points

buy a
meme

3000
respect
-points



genesis vs branch

Genesis Meme Branch Meme

Meme creating is all about building
off of other peoples memes. 

memelord.io enables a "build off"
function in which users can create
a meme from a format they already
like.  

The original creator of the Genesis
Meme receives 1% of sales of all of
its Branch Memes.  



leadership

CEO & Co-Founder
Jake Heid

President & Co-Founder
Ahmet Oz

Digital Communications, Baruch
College

6+ years of marketing experience
Contemporary Art Dealer

Economics and Advanced Business
Analysis, Baruch College
4+ years of programming



advisory

Co-Founder of JoyRide Trivia
(HQ for Uber app) and FitBark

(Fitbit for dogs)

Michael
chiang

Previously Sr. Technical Officer
JP Morgan and Database

Administrator

Anthony
Tuozzo



Official Launch

March 2022
Start of

Development

September 2021

Incorporated

June 2021

An Idea is Sparked

March 2021
$40,000 Raised

August 2021

Advisory Board
Growth

October 2021

Marketing
Campaign

March 2022

timeline



2.5%
transaction fee
on every sale

revenue model

Fee is taken out
of the total sale
price and paid by

the seller



Projections
Users Revenue

300,000 users within 6 months of launch

High incentivization towards
interaction will make users more
"sticky" than users on other platforms.

  12% of reddit users are active daily. A
similar percentage would give us
36.000 daily users. 

 
3% of the trading volume of OpenSea

30 days trading volume on OpenSea is
$2.66 Billion (DappRadar)

3% = $79.8 million per month

2.5% service fee on all transaction =
$2 million in revenue per month

 



Ethereum (most common blockchain for NFTs) uses 238.22
kWh of energy per transaction. This is roughly the
equivalent of powering a window AC unit for 2 weeks. 

memelord.io uses the Polygon blockchain which uses
0.00033% the eneregy of Ethereum per transaction.  

ECO-Friendly



Reddit
40%

TikTok
30%

Instagram
20%

Instagram Meme Page Partnerships
10%

what we're asking

$600,000
A social-media-focused marketing
blitz

 
Instagram, Reddit, and TikTok
are where most memes are
discovered and circulated.
 
Our campaign will focus on
informing creators how to sell,
and meme-enjoyers how to buy.  



let's connect

jake@memelord.io ahmet@memelord.io

610-715-1666

www.memelord.io

631-299-1393


